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Blowing out the strange, unusual smell;
N ow the temperature is not so high,
So cool and comfortable inside. (52)
These publications of ritual texts and commentary are only a portion of the many books

published in recent years in China on the Yi nationality. Immediately relevant to the ritual
texts discussed here, is the appearance in the year 2000 of two substantial introductions to
local Y i cultures. T he first is a book edited by YUNNAN YlXUE XUEHUI that covers various top
ics on the Y i o f Y u nnan . T he other is a volum e edited by H e and A n g on the recent social

and scholarly developments in the Shilin area. Both of these works will be further contextualized by the w ork o f BAMO (2000), w hich is on traditional Y i poetry, especially the oral and

oral-related aspects of the Yi poetic tradition.
Both volumes of the ritual texts reviewed here will aid readers in grasping the range of
traditional ritual activity practiced by various communities in the Lunan region, and will be
valuable for comparison with other Yi groups and minority societies of southwest China and
Southeast Asia. As ethnopoetic representations of Sani culture, they will allow a greater
understanding of traditional poetic aesthetics, expressive styles, and hum an experience.

NOTE
1.The “ge” in “that called ge is different from the が in pange; it is an obscure term refer
ring to a legend on the origin of dew.
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N . V Emeljanov took upon himself the preparation of a classification of Sakha (Yakut) oral
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epic poetry, w h ich resulted in four books (EMELJANOV 1980，1983, 1990 and the presently

reviewed book). In all, since the eighteenth century,150 complete works have been recorded,
along with 28 summaries, and 17 fragments; the complete works range from five to forty
thousand or more lines (see page 6). As this is a rather small corpus of complete works (never
m ind how long they are!), the author decided to discuss and analyze each work separately,
but grouped them roughly according to themes. The division is based on the assumption that
the works correspond to various stages of development and disintegration of the clan and trib
al organization, and thus the classification scheme is chronological. Every text is considered
to be a whole unit and is handled as a specific plot type. In his four books, Emeljanov distin
guished the following main groups or themes. (The reader should note the following: ajyy =
positive divinities; Ajyy ajmaga = the Ajyy tribe [read ayee and aymaga ]; abaasy = negative

divinities, demons; Abaasy ajmaga — the Abaasy tribe; Uraangkhaj Sa\ha = epic name for the
Yakut people; toy on = chief; Middle World = hum an world.) The themes dealt with by
E m e lja n o v in 1980 are as follows ：

I. Settling of the Middle World.
I . ( 1 ) Settling of the Middle World by descendants of Uriig Ajyy Toyon.
I. (2) Settling of the Middle World by cast-out descendants of the Ajyy (see below, 1983,1).
I. (3) Female warrior champions (i.e., Am azon figures) as first humans in the Middle
World.
II. Tribal ancestors of the Uraangkhaj Sakha tribe.
II. (4) Lonely men (i.e., bachelors) as tribal ancestors of the Uraangkhaj Sakha tribe.
II. (5) Tribal ancestors of the Uraangkhaj Sakha tribe.
II. (6) Tribal ancestors and their sons.
III. Guardians of the tribes of Ajyy and Uraangkhaj Sakha.
III. (8) Warrior-champions of the Middle World are guardians of the tribes of Ajyy and
Uraangkhaj Sakha.
III. (9) Guardians of the tribes of Ajyy Ajmaga and Uraangkhaj Sakha have moved from
the Upper World to the Middle World.
III. (10) Female warrior-champions as guardians of the tribes of Ajyy Ajmaga and
Uraangkhaj Sakha.
EMELJANOV in 1983 gives details on two o f the above themes:

I. Settling of the Middle World by cast-out descendants of the Ajyy (see above,1980，
I. [2]).
The plot includes the following themes: the heroic exploit; heroic wooing of a bride,
who is demonic; abduction of wife and search for her.
II. Olongkho about female champions.
II. (A) Female warrior-champions are first inhabitants of the Middle World (see above,
1980，I. [3]).
II. (A.l) Female champion defeats male champion and enslaves him.
II. (A.2) Complex work: (a) maiden warrior-champion with her champion slave; and
(b) search for lost horse.
II. (A.3) Female warrior-champion from the Upper World who was settled in the
Middle World, her champion-slave, and the search for a lost brother.
II. (A.4) Search for missing child.
II. (A.5) Supernatural abduction of men by a woman and [her] abaasy slave.
II. (A.6) F ig h t o f a w o m a n for h e r rig h t to chastity.
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II. (B) Female warrior-champions and the defence of the Ajyy Ajmaga tribe (see above,
1980，III. [10]).
II. (B.7) Overcoming and pacifying of the female warrior-champion by her own
son who is guardian of the Ajyy tribe.
II. (B.8) Female warrior-champion who has been cast out by divinities is guardian of
the Ajyy tribe (see above, 1980，I. [2] and III. [10])
II. (B.9) Female warrior-champion, who is the tribe’s guardian, receives a second name
(see above, 1980，III. [10])

II. (B.10) The younger sister warrior-champion is guardian of the tribe (see above, 1980，

III. [10])
II. ( B .1 1 ) Organizing the family and guarding the Ajyy tribe.
In his 1990 book, Emeljanov discussed in detail the theme of the champion-bachelor
gaining a wife after fighting duels with rivals who are abaasy and defeating them; in some ver
sions a conflict with the bride’s parents also takes place. In the discussions, several texts con
taining versions of the same story are mechanically compared. The gaining of a wife means
setting up a household and becoming head of it, and producing children is creating “our”
tribe. In the book under review here, three texts of this theme are discussed in great detail.
Finally, the reader can see for h im s e lf two w hole olong^ho texts in EMELJANOV et a l . 1993 and

1996: one about a female warrior-champion defending male champions and another about a
bachelor w inning a wife. The text is given in the original Sakha (Yakut) and Russian transla
tion on facing pages, with ample commentary.
This impressive opus makes the late N . V Emeljanov (す2000)，himself a Sakha (Yakut),
one of the important epic scholars whose works are basic for the understanding of a most
interesting ethnic tradition. Olongkho songs are clearly o f the sub^enre o f oral m ythic epic

(see JASON 1977 and n. d.，
v o l.1，Part A). The number of texts collected (178) is too small to
undertake a systematic classification of incidents, and larger classified corpora will have to be
used as “background” for the classification of the Sakha (Yakut) texts. This problem besets
Emeljanov’s work. He loses himselr in detailed descriptions or single texts, even though the
preliminary stage of classification has yet to be completed. He uses two criteria for his classi
fications: the first is themes found in the biographies of the protagonist; the second is history,
particularly the supposed stages of social development from a clan-and-tribe organization to
another kind of organization (which the Sakha [Yakut] did not go through, but which
Marxist theory supposes that they would have if left alone). The combination of these two
criteria does not yield a smooth classification scheme, as a glance at the list above shows. An
additional problem is that most texts are composed of several themes and therefore cannot be
put as a unit into a single classifying pigeon hole. Let us hope that future scholarship will
overcome these problems. A classification by the themes of wmch whole works are composed
may be the direction in which to go (see JASON, n.d.，
v o l.2); HEISSIG (1979) proposed a clas
sification that seems to fit Sakha [Yakut] epics well.
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Nicole Revel presents us with a book that is a pleasure to read. It is as warm and friendly as
the author herself. The fruit of thirty years of field work and of cooperation with the Palawan
highlanders (who live on one of the southern islands of the Philippines), the work is a valu
able addition to world literature. The book gives the reader a unique experience, and is not
simply clever and insightful. Thorough knowledge of the language and the fine poetical and
musical feeling of Revel, herself a linguist and ethnologist, enabled her to understand and to
transmit to the reader the artistic world of the “others” (i.e., those of another, completely for
eign culture). The book includes a sound recorded version of a Palawan story in verse that
was performed to a specific melody by a singer named Masinu. French and English transla
tions are given on facing pages. Following the discussion, the author provides relevant ethno
graphic data, musical notations of the performance, a description of its literary qualities, and
information on the recording and editing of the text in both French and English. The singer
and his art are also described, and the story is compared to more versions of the same story

